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For facade

For facade
For railings

For window sill

For columns

For hanging

3940-2 3940-3

3943-1 3946-33945-3

3946-13945-1

3946-23945-2

Plastic hanging
pots
For individual flowerpots
it is necessary to order
suitable elements for
their anchoring or
hanging depending
on where the individual
flowerpots will be used.

We deliver in three shapes and various dimensions.

Flower boxes BAL.

Plastic hanging pots

Half bowl DEMI.Round bowls VAS.

Ordering all the accessories must be consulted
in advance with regard to the container location,
railing or sill dimension or column diameter.

Version of vessel with
double walls.

OUTSIDE SELF-WATERING NOVELTY PLASTIC POTS

- Plastic flowerpots are used most often to decorate squares, city entrances, roundabouts or as independent dominant features. They
can be applied to street lighting columns, railings, bridge structures, house facades etc. 

- Flowerpots are made from high-density polyethylene by rotary method. Products are of sturdy structure, mechanically damage
resistant, elastic with temperature resistance from –65 °C to +85 °C. 

- Container double-cased version reduces irrigation evaporation, it almost halves watering need thus reducing maintenance costs. Water
reserve is formed between the container walls and it is used slowly for gradual irrigation. The pots are equipped with outlet holes for
excess water outflow and holes for reserve water discharge in case of cleaning the slot between the container walls. 

- Rounded lips in the shape of wave ensure a perfect distribution of overhanging plants. UV stable, recyclable material, 10-year
guarantee.

10-year guarantee

TYPE SHAPE
DIMENSIONS

(mm)
CAPACITY

substrate / watering / reserve for water (l)
WEIGHT

(kg)
3940 Bowl VAS17 Ø 480 x 240 17 + 8 + 2 2.5
3941 Bowl VAS2 Ø 600 x 250 26 + 13 + 4.5 4.5
3942 Bowl VAS3 Ø 800 x 330 69 + 29 + 6 9
3943 Half bowl DEMI1 Ø 850 x 425 x 330 38 + 17 + 4.5 5.3
3944 Half bowl DEMI2 Ø 650 x 325 x 300 17 + 8 + 2.5 4.7
3945 Flower box BAL1 700 x 200 x 275 16 + 10.8 + 5.5 3.7
3946 Flower box BAL2 1,000 x 300 x 300 40 + 20 + 7 5.7

3940-1

3944-1

3943-23944-2

TYPE

3940-1
3940-2
3940-3
3943-1
3943-2
3944-1
3944-2
3945-1
3945-2
3945-3
3946-1
3946-2
3946-3

Ø 40 - 140 mm Ø 60 - 200 mm
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